**Peter Yarrow - an interview by Rabbi Mark S. Golub**

In this interview Peter shares his life story and bears his soul to Rabbi Mark S. Golub. I have had the pleasure of knowing Peter since his first appearance at the Kerrville Folk Festival in 1972. Each year we had the pleasure to spend a little time together and our daughters got to know each other and continue their friendship today. I greatly respect everything he stands for.

Shalom, Robert

---

**L'Chayim: Peter Yarrow (Part 1)**

1 Hour Interview: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t17B-kWUX0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t17B-kWUX0)

**Published on Mar 14, 2014** From the legendary folk-music group "Peter, Paul and Mary," Peter Yarrow, one of America's greatest musical figures of the Twentieth Century, joins Mark S. Golub to talk about his early years, his Jewish identity, and his feelings for the State of Israel.

Part One of Mark S. Golub's interview with Peter Yarrow of Peter, Paul and Mary on Shalom TV's L'Chayim. Part 1 of 2.
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**L'Chayim: Peter Yarrow (Part 2)**

1:12 Hour Interview: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFf2RpPPues](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hFf2RpPPues)

**Published on Mar 14, 2014** Recalling his participation in the civil rights movement in America, discussing how "Peter, Paul and Mary" was created, and singing some of his most famous folk songs; Peter Yarrow continues his conversation with Mark S. Golub on "L'Chayim." Part 2 of 2.

Peter's "**Operation Respect**" program has been implemented in schools across the US and now being implemented in both Arabic and Jewish schools in Israel.
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**Don't Laugh At Me** Hebrew English Arabic [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gF2grqU87sg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gF2grqU87sg)
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